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Introduction
Another book(let) about innovation?
There are literally hundreds of books about innovation on the market today and more are on the way.
Some, like Christensen’s The Innovator’s Dilemma, belong in the canon of innovation thought. Some
books address specific innovation methodologies. Some speak to innovation tools, such as Ulwick’s jobs
to be done methodology or Blue Ocean Strategy’s Strategic Canvas. Other books focus on innovation
culture, or roles. Still others identify characteristics of successful innovators, such as Dyer and
Gregerson’s The Innovator’s DNA. With so many books on the market about innovation, is another book
warranted or necessary? I think so, but not to propound another methodology or toolset. Instead, what
I believe is missing is a simple compendium of commonly encountered mistakes that trip up many new
innovators, and some experienced innovators as well. This book doesn’t promise success based on the
latest methodology, but does identify common and consistent failures that many innovators and
organizations fall prey to. If you can build an innovation capability within the context and culture of your
organization, and if you can resource it appropriately and if you can find the appropriate executive
support for a continuous innovation activity, you are 80% of the way to success. Some tools and
techniques may be appropriate in your circumstance while others aren’t, but I can assure you that the
mistakes documented in this book are likely to surface in any organization attempting to develop an
innovation capability, and for that matter these mistakes are still occurring in organizations that pride
themselves on their innovation expertise. Other than Scott Berkun’s book entitled The Myths of
Innovation or Rosabeth Moss Kantor’s paper Classic Innovation Traps, few authors or consultants have
examined the mistakes and myths of innovation, yet these are as common as innovation successes.
The mistakes innovators make
Why focus on common innovation mistakes? There are at least three good reasons to focus on these
common mistakes. These mistakes are easily predictable, exceptionally serious and far too common.
The mistakes identified below are completely predictable and easily preventable. With good planning
and coaching, innovators shouldn’t make these mistakes, but they frequently do. Further, early
mistakes can derail any innovation effort, no matter the sponsor. Innovation activities are subject to
such scrutiny and criticism that one simple mistake can derail even strategic innovation activities.
Innovation is a new and unusual activity, with the constitution and lifespan of a hothouse flower when it
first takes root. Avoiding obvious mistakes and building early confidence is critical. Finally, these
mistakes are common from company to company, industry to industry. From our experience, most
innovators and innovation teams encounter the same pitfalls and hurdles, regardless of the industry,
regardless of the innovation focus and regardless of the selected tools or methodologies. Our intent in
this short book is to identify the most common pitfalls and illustrate why they are dangerous and how to
avoid them. Several of the pitfalls we describe may seem innocuous at first, but each of the pitfalls we
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describe becomes a significant barrier to innovation success. While we have our opinions about many
innovation methodologies and models, we know that these pitfalls occur to innovators under many
different innovation methodologies. So, regardless of your selected approach, you’ll need to be alert to
these potential mistakes and understand how to prepare your initiatives and teams to avoid these for a
far greater chance of success.
What 20 mistakes is about and how it can help you
I’ve identified twenty of the most common innovation mistakes or pitfalls that we regularly encounter.
This isn’t meant to be a comprehensive list. With careful consideration you may identify many more
potential mistakes or pitfalls. What we are trying to do with this book is call out the most likely and
most significant pitfalls or mistakes and help you avoid them. For each potential mistake or pitfall we
identify, we’ll:







Describe why it is a common mistake
Describe how to avoid the mistake with better preparation
Illustrate the mistake with examples from our experience
Describe what “best practice” may look like
How to correct the mistake if you’ve made it
Recommend good references or expert advice on key topics

Even with this book in hand you are likely to make some mistakes that in hindsight seem obvious. It’s
important to understand that while there is a lot of focus and emphasis on innovation, innovation
remains more of an art than a science, and is still in its “cottage industry” phase. That is, no agreed
innovation standard or science exists, and many different experts or organizations have their favored
methodologies and tools. Further, since many organizations lack innovation experience, they are forced
to “learn on the job”, which means mistakes are likely. While much of your company and its operations
function like a well-oiled machine, innovation activities will more often resemble a Rube Goldberg
contraption that works in fits and starts, until you’ve defined and perfected innovation processes, tools
and culture.
Since most organizations don’t have a well-defined innovation process, or experienced and trained
teams, perhaps the best solution is to offer a roadmap to various pitfalls that exist, to give you a guide
based on years of observing and leading a number of innovation activities across a wide range of
industries. The order of this book is important. We took a slightly different tack than many other “top
ten” list books. Most book of lists focus on the most urgent or important in the list and work their way
from top to bottom. In Twenty Mistakes, I’ve focused on structuring the order of the mistakes in the
sequence you are likely to encounter these decisions and pitfalls. That means that mistakes you are
likely to encounter when beginning an innovation activity are identified at the beginning of the list. I’m
less interested in trying to identify which of these is most critical, because frankly any of them can block
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an innovation activity. I’m more interested in helping you identify pitfalls and mistakes in the order in
which you will create or encounter them.

Anyone interested in innovation can gain insight from this list. Innovation practitioners with years of
success under their belts are as likely to commit some of these mistakes as a newly appointed
innovation manager starting his or her first role in innovation. As you read through the list I’d be
interested to learn more about your experiences, and other “common” mistakes you’d suggest I add to
the list. If you’ll contact me, I’ll extend this list on the web at mistakesinnovatorsmake.wordpress.com.
I’d like to know:
 A mistake you encountered that you believe others will encounter
 Why you consider it a mistake
 What you did to rectify the mistake
 What others can learn from your experience
Feel free to contact me with questions, or if you find yourself in a situation where you simply can’t get
past a mistake.
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Mistake 1: Failure to link innovation to strategic corporate goals


Why is this a mistake? Innovation teams spend time and energy pursuing “interesting” ideas or
technologies that ultimately don’t align to corporate goals or product line needs



How can you avoid it? Start every innovation activity by reviewing corporate and product
strategy. How does the proposed activity contribute to strategic or product goals?

Innovation is often described as creating new products and services that meet customer needs. This
definition often neglects one key factor: corporate alignment. A new idea or concept may be valuable
and may meet customer needs, but your company might not be the right company to commercialize it.
You may lack the capability to build the product or design the service. The concept may appeal to
consumers that you don’t interact with today, and require unfamiliar channels. The concept may
require your company to enter completely new geographies or market segments. All of these hurdles
will suggest that innovation should be conducted within the confines of a strategic framework. It may
be completely appropriate to pursue ideas that require entry into new markets or attracting new
customers, but that scope and strategy should be confirmed and agreed beforehand.
Where innovation and strategy are concerned, there are two common mistakes. The first mistake is to
define innovation as a strategy. Innovation is not a strategy. Innovation is an enabler to other business
strategies. Your firm may strive to “be more innovative”, but its ultimate strategies typically have to do
with revenue and profit growth, market and product differentiation, introducing new products or
services and avoiding market or product disruption. While these goals can be supported and
accomplished through innovation, we’ll maintain that innovation isn’t a strategy, but a tool or capability
to be used to achieve strategies like growth, differentiation and disruption. Thinking of innovation as a
strategy ultimately waters down innovation, because any and every activity that executives want to
pursue will be justified as “innovative”.
The second misconception or mistake is to fail to link innovation initiatives to strategic goals. When
innovation teams start working on interesting ideas that don’t align to key corporate goals or objectives
and merely pursue ideas because they are new, emerging or interesting to some segment of the
population, innovation ultimately fails because the corporation cannot implement the ideas generated
from these settings. Often, while the ideas are ultimately interesting and potentially valuable, they are
so far afield from the organization’s core capabilities, directions and strengths as to be practically
useless.
Example:
In a financial services client, we worked on an innovation activity focused on offering banking services
and products to the “unbanked” population. That is, the segment of the population that lacks a
consistent relationship with a bank, and typically uses prepaid cards, gift cards, check cashing companies
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and other pseudo-financial services to manage money and pay bills. While the needs are great and the
potential market is large, we were eventually told to end the innovation effort, because serving these
potential customers did not align to the bank’s strategies or goals. We’d found an interesting market
opportunity ripe for change, but the bank did not want to engage these customers, fearful that they’d
make poor or unprofitable customers and create significant demands and have little loyalty.
Good innovation happens in the context of good corporate strategy and engaged executive leadership.
When corporate goals and strategies are clear, innovation can be used as a valuable tool to achieve
those goals and strategies. Innovation projects and activities can be framed to achieve stated goals.
When corporate goals are missing, inadequate or poorly communicated, innovation teams often identify
interesting market needs or product gaps that may or may not be in line with intended targets and
strategic opportunities.
Correcting the mistake
If your innovation project is fairly “public” you’ll find out fairly quickly if the work you are doing is
aligned to corporate goals or not. If executives believe the scope and objectives you’ve defined aren’t
aligned, they will communicate that fact to you immediately. When that happens, you need to use the
tools within the Strategic Alignment domain of the workmat to crystalize strategic goals and map
innovation activities to those goals. Some of these tools include:





The “three horizons” model
Michael Porter’s three differentiation strategies model, or Treacy’s version
Larry Keeley’s Ten types of innovation model
Your firm’s strategic planning documents

To correct any mistakes in strategic alignment, determine the key strategic goals as defined in the
strategic plan, and determine how innovation can support or enable them. Innovation is best suited to
accelerate goals such as increasing revenue or profits, creating differentiated products and services or
entering or disrupting new markets.
If, on the other hand, your innovation project is in a “skunkworks” or is meant to be a covert operation,
it’s possible that the executive sponsoring your work is attempting to develop disruptive products or
services that stretch the strategic definition, and he or she doesn’t want to distract the rest of the
organization. In this case you must simply rely on your executive sponsor for alignment. You won’t
discover whether your project is aligned, or fully supported by the executive team, until the initiative is
unveiled.
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Tools
To improve the links between innovation and strategic goals, we typically use a workshop focused on
our Executive Workmat solution, which is meant to create awareness and alignment between strategic
goals, the executive team, and innovation initiatives.
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Mistake 2: Failing to define the appropriate innovation scope


Why is this a mistake? Many teams are instructed simply to create “innovative” products with
few constraints and little scope definition. They either adopt their existing constraints and scope
or conclude they have no defined scope.



How can you avoid it? Carefully define each innovation activity. State the anticipated customer
need or business problem, project objectives and name several clear constraints.

David Ogilvy is famous for the many marketing and advertising campaigns he and his team created.
Many consider Ogilvy to have been one of the most creative and interesting marketing and advertising
executives in his field, and his contributions are legendary. While he was very creative, Ogilvy
understood the value and importance of scope and limits. He is famous for saying “Give me the
freedom of a tight brief”, meaning that good definition of outcome, scope and intent helped him and his
team be even more creative. TS Eliot, the famous poet, had a similar thought: “When forced to work
within a strict framework, the imagination is taxed to its utmost—and will produce its richest ideas.
Given total freedom, the work is likely to sprawl.” While it seems counter-intuitive, innovators thrive
when they have a defined scope.
The most common mistake innovators make in this regard is to start an innovation activity assuming
they start with a “blank sheet of paper”. The reason this is a mistake is that it means the team must
investigate and establish some starting points or firm “edges” to its activity, or the project becomes so
broad that any outcome is possible. Working with no defined scope is often an exercise in frustration,
and the innovation team will eventually simply declare a scope to simplify its work. It seems counterintuitive to place constraints on an innovation activity, but without defined scope or constraints
innovation teams struggle. They either apply familiar scope and restrictions from existing projects,
which results in very incremental ideas, or assume that they start with a “blank sheet of paper”. Starting
with no constraints means that every avenue, every alternative must be explored. It is actually easier to
work from a short list of scoping items or constraints, using those constraints as boundary conditions
that limit creativity, but exploring other avenues or attributes where the constraints aren’t bounded.
Example:
We worked with a medical products company that had a history of innovation but found that its
innovation teams were struggling. The teams were taking far too long to investigate ideas, and many
ideas they created didn’t align to corporate goals and strategies or dramatically improve on existing
product features and benefits. When we examined the processes the teams were following, one
significant problem was evident: the teams were given too much freedom. Often they were told only to
create a new, disruptive product in a specific market. They weren’t given a timeframe or a specific set of
benefits, or told to focus on a specific set of customers or needs. They frequently had little scope or
boundaries. Most teams eventually settled on a very narrow scope, trying to incrementally improve
existing products, while a few teams took the opposite approach, using the “blank sheet of paper”
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approach to radically rework products and services. The teams using the former approach created
products and services that were almost indistinguishable from existing products but did so in a fairly
predictable timeframe. The teams using the latter approach often created very interesting product
solutions that were often not aligned to the corporate mission or goals, and took far much more time to
explore the range of options available to them. By defining a clear objective and identifying a few
specific business needs and anticipated customer needs, and establishing a few scoping conditions or
boundaries, we were able to help the teams focus, generate better ideas and move more quickly
through the innovation process.
Correcting the mistake
Fortunately this mistake will become evident to your innovation team relatively quickly. When
confronted with poorly defined innovation scope, the team will struggle to identify appropriate
boundaries that will define its work. Without an explicit set of boundary conditions, every possibility
must be explored and the team will either demand more definition and scope from its sponsor, or the
team will impose scope on itself. The first action is far preferable to the latter, for the following reason:
teams that define the scope for themselves tend to define the scope too narrowly, relying on examples
from work they are familiar with. This results in a scope that is too small or incremental. When in doubt
about the scope, explain why boundaries and scope is important for the success of the team to an
executive or sponsor.

Tools
For every innovation project we conduct we recommend an innovation charter, which contains a
restatement of the business need, anticipated customer needs, project objectives and clearly defined
“boundary” conditions to ensure the activity is well-scoped. The charter is reviewed and approved by a
panel of executives who ensure the requested innovation activity is strategically aligned, appropriately
resources and adequately sponsored or supported. This activity ensures the purpose and goals of the
innovation activity are agreed, and that there is executive buy-in and support for the project.
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Mistake 3: No sponsor or poor sponsorship


Why is this a mistake? Generating ideas is relatively easy. Creating the conditions and
arranging funding and resources to sustain an idea through commercialization as a new product
is difficult



How can you avoid it? Ensure the problem or opportunity you are focused on is important to a
senior executive who can ensure funding and resources across the entire innovation activity.

Corporations are full of people with good ideas. In fact, good ideas are almost never a limiting factor for
innovation success. While ideas are plentiful, resources are always limited. For innovation success, you
need not only a good idea, but an individual or team that is willing to provide the resources necessary to
develop and implement the idea. The sponsor is the person or team that recognizes the need to create
an interesting new product or service, who will provide resources for the team, who will fly interference
for the innovation project. Good ideas without sponsors are like stray dogs - constantly seeking shelter
and consuming the scraps or leftovers.
Note that when we describe sponsors we are simply talking about an executive who recommends the
investigation into a particular need or opportunity. The sponsor, as an individual or team, needs to have
a vested interest in the success of the idea, and the willingness to support the team and remove
roadblocks and hurdles the team will encounter. The sponsor needs to recommend real needs or
challenges that he or she wants to have solved, and that they are willing to invest in to have solutions.
Without a sponsor as a cheerleader, resource provider and barrier remover, innovation teams will
struggle to move ideas into development. As we’ll see later (mistake 18) there’s frequently a gap
between idea generation and product development in any organization. The sponsor can play a key role
in bridging the gap between good ideas and committed product development resources.
Good ideas are constantly generated without any sponsorship. In any organization, on any given day
hundreds of ideas are generated by people throughout the organization. Very few of those ideas will
realize any value, however, because while it is easy to generate ideas, most of them aren’t aligned to
strategy and doesn’t address key needs that executive hope to fill. It’s only when a good idea meets a
willing sponsor that innovation can occur on a regular basis.
Example
Working with a large banking client, we were requested by the strategy office to create new and
disruptive banking products that would help our client differentiate itself from its competition. We built
a cross-functional team, worked to discover a range of unmet customer needs and developed some
fairly compelling new products and services. Our consumer tests of five of the concepts were some of
the best results the company had ever seen. However, two years later, none of the concepts have been
implemented by our customer, but several of our ideas have been implemented by competitors. Why?
Well, it turns out that while the strategy office can develop an innovation project and provide initial
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funding, it can’t force the business units to implement the ideas. Strategy proposes and business units
dispose. The innovation project had a funding sponsor, and willing business observers, but no
implementation sponsors. The business units were wowed by the concepts but weren’t willing to
implement them, for a number of reasons. So the ideas died on the vine within the business. But good
ideas don’t appear just to one project team – the needs we identified were soon identified by other
banks, and were implemented by those banks.
In any innovation project, one of the first questions you should ask is: quo bene? Who benefits? Who
needs this solution? Who is willing to fund it, to fly interference for it, to resource it and to ensure that
the good concepts are converted into new products and services and commercialized? Far too often we
have interested observers and potential funders, but no committed and complete sponsors. When
these factors occur, innovation programs are kicked off with great fanfare, but they eventually wither
and die because no team is committed to bringing the new ideas to market.
What about firms like Google, you’ll ask. Certainly innovation can “bubble up” from committed
individuals and teams. Yes, but at some point any innovation activity will require more resources or
funding or implementation skills than a small part-time team can commit, or resources that require
external expenditures or partnerships that the committed team doesn’t control. This is the difference
between an entrepreneurial start-up and a large corporation. Corporations must make tradeoffs across
a range of investment opportunities. Those with the gold make the rules, and if you lack an engaged
and competent sponsor, your ideas are likely to die on the vine.
Correcting the mistake
Many teams will identify a significant challenge or problem and form an innovation team to create ideas
to address the problem. Since there is little cost or change involved in generating ideas, the team can
act on its own. However, when the idea must be approved for further refinement or shifted into
product development, more resources or funding will be required. Unless a sponsor is involved who can
apply funds or resources, the idea will stall.
Before beginning the innovation project, work to identify the sponsor or executive who has the need to
solve the problem you are addressing and obtain his or her “buy-in” to resource the activity if the team
generates meaningful ideas that will require product development or market research, or both. If
you’ve adopted our concept of an innovation charter (see mistake 2) reach agreement with the sponsor
about the scope of the effort and have the sponsor and the innovation team jointly sign off on the
charter.
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Tools/Methods
For every strategic innovation activity, we seek the signoff by an executive or a team who agrees to fund
or resource the activity and implement the result. No innovation projects are approved without a
dedicated sponsor. Combine the concept of an innovation charter that defines the scope of the activity
and expected results with the sign-off by an executive or senior management team to ensure
sponsorship and commitment.
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Mistake 4: Starting with the wrong perspective


Why is this a mistake? Firms are often frustrated when innovation outcomes appear very similar
to existing products. Unless innovation teams are instructed to expand their thinking, they adopt
the frameworks and perspectives they are comfortable with, and avoid expanding their thinking.
Worse, most accept a definition of innovation that focuses only on product innovation, ignoring
the range of options available to them. Often, business model or channel or customer
experience innovation is far more valuable than product innovation.



How can you avoid it? Assert the anticipated and expected outcomes early in the innovation
activity and repeat these expectations often. If the expectation is new, radical, disruptive
innovation, make sure the team understands that expectation and that the team is measured on
these results. Communicate the breadth of innovation possibilities you will consider. Doblin’s
Ten Types of Innovation can be especially helpful to communicate the anticipated outcomes.

Do you ever stop to wonder why so many firms create new products and services that seem so
incremental? Many of us have experienced the excitement at the start of a new innovation project, only
to get mired in discussions about what we “can’t do”. Can’t impact the existing product lines or
promised products. Can’t enter new geographies. Can’t impact the financial promises to the financial
market. Far too often, the frameworks and perspectives we start with are far too limited, and when the
scope is too small, the outcome will be corresponding small.
These perspectives are shaped by existing thinking and short term focus. These attitudes and
perspectives have been shaped by years of focus on efficiency, cost cutting and incremental projects. If
this thinking pervades the innovation activity and shapes the size and structure of the innovation project
and its goals, the only possible result is an incremental idea that doesn’t shift the competitive landscape
or add much to the range of offerings.
Example
We were working with a firm that had experienced several less than successful innovation projects.
None of the new projects were considered “failures” because they had each produced a small
incremental improvement over existing products and services, but all had begun with the concept of a
new radical or disruptive outcome. But a close examination of the projects indicated that while the
goals were to create disruptive new products, the thinking and perspectives were quickly hemmed in,
often by the team themselves, not their executives. The innovation team limited their thinking to what
they believed the executives would agree to and frameworks and risks that were familiar, rather than
what they actually needed, and in doing so limited their range of ideas and exploration. Executive
sponsors asked early in the innovation activity for disruptive ideas but failed to set clear expectations
and failed to reinforce the message. When new product concepts were delivered, the sponsors
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recognized that the team had limited its perspectives and options, and had created solutions that were
too incremental to shift the market.
If you want radical and disruptive new ideas, you need to communicate this clearly and often to the
team and to the sponsors. Working on disruptive ideas may mean thinking about cannibalizing existing
products, services or business models, or entering completely new markets or geographies. Unless the
team has been explicitly engaged to do this type of thinking, and is constantly encouraged to do it, they
will revert to what is comfortably and predictable – the scope, perspectives and frameworks that they
are most comfortable working in.
Beyond the breadth and depth of change, far too many firms limit themselves to a specific type of
outcome. Most new “innovations” are product improvements, but as Doblin and others have
demonstrated, the breadth of possibility for innovation outcomes is broad. We regularly encourage our
clients to think about innovation in channels, in customer experience, in services, in business models
and in other factors. In fact many times teams are stymied because there are few ways to innovate a
product without radically changing its composition or makeup, when there are plenty of opportunities
to innovate the delivery, packaging, channels, services, information or business model of the product.
Just as BlockBuster destroyed the mom and pop video store and NetFlix destroyed BlockBuster and ondemand video may destroy both, the actual product hasn’t changed, but the channels and business
models are where the innovation action can occur. Far too often, innovators make mistakes when they
limit the scope and range of innovation outcomes to simple new product innovation.
The mental barriers we take on become virtual shackles to expansive thinking and block innovation.
These mental shackles are similar to how elephants are trained. Young elephants are trained by placing
a cuff on one leg which is attached by a chain to a strong stake. The elephants eventually learn that they
can’t escape from the stake, and they stop trying. Over time, the elephant handlers know that if they
merely place the cuff on the leg of the elephant, it won’t resist because it has learned that the cuff
restricts movement. Many innovators in regulated industries act the same way – they are restricted by
their experiences and expectations rather than actual, concrete restrictions.
Another common mistake in this vein is being constrained or limited by regulations. Most industries
have some form of regulation. Regulation can originate from the government, in terms of health or
safety, or from third parties like the Underwriters Laboratory or simply industry best practices.
However, simply stating that since your industry or company is highly regulated and defining your scope
as working within those regulations will simply lead your team to incremental ideas. Regulations are
simply rules that sustain health and safety, and are frequently changed when new or better solutions
are presented or political pressure changes the regulations. For many years “blue laws” required that all
stores shut their doors on Sundays, but in many jurisdictions that is no longer the case. If your teams
only explore ideas that work within existing regulations then you are artificially limiting your innovation
and creating blind spots that will cause a disruption for your firm when innovators who are willing to
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look past the regulation decide to change the playing field, either by creating new or alternative
solutions not subject to the regulation, or by changing the regulation.
Example
A good example of regulation limiting innovation thinking happened to a client of ours in the health
insurance industry. We explored with them a number of possible new health care insurance options and
delivery models, many of which were rejected because they didn’t align to current regulations.
However, the company in question employed several lobbyists, whose job it was to influence
regulations. The innovation team placed artificial limits on its thinking, even when the company had the
ability to influence regulations, and while other firms not subject to the regulations were offering
products and services that would change the dynamic of the health care industry.
Correcting the mistake
In this case there are several mistakes that can be made. The first is adopting the existing corporate
perspective or ignoring the range of innovation options that are possible. Every innovation activity
should review the potential innovation outcomes and agree which are “in scope” and which are out of
scope. The second mistake is adopting existing attitudes or belief systems. Often these attitudes or
beliefs will limit thinking and encourage the team to develop only incremental ideas. Innovation teams
must define the depth and breadth of innovation expected, and use creativity tools, new thinking
methods or other activities to broaden their thinking and perspectives. Innovation is a series of
activities that incorporate both divergent and convergent thinking. If existing attitudes and perspectives
infiltrate the innovation team, far too much focus will be placed on convergent thinking, and far too
little on divergent thinking.
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Tools

Review Doblin’s Ten Types of Innovation white paper. Think more broadly about the potential
outcomes of your innovation effort. Consider innovation in your channel, your business models, and
your customer experience. To go even further, consider how the data you generate or collect from your
product or service can become a viable product or solution.
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Mistake 5: Assigning a team versus attracting volunteers


Why is this a mistake? People who are assigned to an innovation team may lack commitment
and engagement for the work. When they encounter resistance or uncertainty, they will revert
to safe, conservative thinking or become quickly frustrated. Innovation efforts require people
with commitment, engagement and passion for the challenge.



How can you avoid it? Recruit qualified volunteers for innovation activities rather than assigning
the people who have available time. Ensure the innovation team has a broad mix of skills and
experiences and that the team won’t fold or quit when they encounter resistance to new
methods or ideas.

In the movie Casablanca, after Rick’s is raided by Captain Renault, the Vichy French police captain, who
suspects that gambling is going on in the bar, he says two things that provide a window into his
character. The first is that he is “shocked” to discover that gambling is conducted in the bar, as he
pockets his winnings. Later, after a crime is committed, he orders his sergeant to “round up the usual
suspects”. Both statements illustrate his cynicism and complicity. Does your innovation staffing
illustrate cynicism? Do you round up the “usual suspects” when you build an innovation team?

In an innovation context, rounding up the usual suspects takes on one of two forms. The sponsor or
project manager building an innovation team either drafts the “best” people in the organization, or
drafts people who have the most available time, regardless of their capabilities. Both approaches are
mistakes.
Drafting the “best” employees means that some priority has to give. The best managers and staff are
always in demand, overloaded deliverables, and innovation will simply need to be. Often, so many of
their tasks are urgent that innovation will drift to the bottom of their list, consuming little of their time
or attention. On the other hand, assigning people who are available or who have time in their schedules
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currently, regardless of their capabilities or skill sets is also dangerous, since it can mean that the team
has a poor blend of skills or capabilities. But there’s another challenge to assigning either very strong
performers or simply those that are available. People who don’t have passion for innovation and the
work involved, and who aren’t actively engaged in innovation will falter when the innovation effort
encounters resistance, while people who volunteer for the work because of their enthusiasm for
innovation and change will work to overcome the resistance your project is sure to encounter. When
possible it is far better to attract passionate volunteers to an innovation activity rather than assign busy
and unwilling participants.
Example
In a financial services client we were assigned a team to pursue new product innovation. In the
“forming and norming” portion of team development I interviewed all of the team members to learn
more about their background and experience. I asked each of them why they were on the team, and
how deep their passion for innovation was. From the interviews I learned that two of the team
members had been assigned the day before, and weren’t sure what the tasks were, and further, that
they weren’t interested in innovation or committed to the work we needed to accomplish. Needless to
say, these two team members didn’t attend team meetings, didn’t contribute to our work and
eventually dropped off the team. We were fortunate to attract one new team member who had
volunteered to be part of the team and was initially rejected, but when the workload became too large
he was welcomed aboard. The new volunteer quickly contributed far more value than the two who
were assigned, and brought a much higher level of engagement and enthusiasm to the project team.
Correcting the mistake
If you have an innovation team that isn’t as capable or as innovative as you’d like, or who were assigned
to the job rather than volunteering, you can make changes to the innovation team or add and subtract
team members. First, assess each team member to understand their desire and willingness to
participate. Are they excited and engaged about innovation, and unlikely to be deterred by inevitable
barriers, or are they unwilling members who will lose heart at the first confrontation? Next, assess their
innovation strengths and weaknesses. What capabilities or skills do they bring to the team? What gaps
existing on your innovation team? We’ll provide more insight on this topic in the next chapter. Finally,
identify other internal personnel or external consultants or catalysts that will make your team what you
need it to be.
OVO can help you identify your best innovators and build and train an innovation team.
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Mistake 6: Creating an imbalanced team


Why is this a mistake? Frequently teams are drafted with little thought to the range of skills,
experiences or perspectives and the team members reinforce a narrow range of thinking and
ideas.



How can you avoid it? Intentionally recruit an innovation team with a broad range of
experiences and perspectives. Add external team members from your customer base, a business
partner or an innovation consultant to augment skills and introduce new perspectives or
capabilities.

For any new project within your organization, you carefully consider the makeup and composition of the
team. Important projects require experienced, senior people with deep credibility. Most projects
require input and perspectives from a wide range of business functions, so cross-functional teams are
expected. You’ll gather individuals with deep skills and knowledge of how the business works, as well as
people with an interest in improving the status quo. Do you give the same focus to building an
innovation team?
Frankly, the answer is frequently: no. Successful innovation requires a core set of functions and
disciplines. The work is best accomplished with a mix of skills and capabilities that span:








Project management
Identifying, collecting and assessing trends and scenarios
Interacting with customers to gain new insights
Excellent idea generation and facilitation
Prototyping
Evaluating and assessing ideas
Packaging and presenting key concepts to decision makers

Too often the innovation teams that are assigned to significant tasks or projects are unbalanced, heavily
weighted in one set of skills while completely lacking in another area of knowledge or capability.
Frankly, it’s unusual in any organization to find people who are good at trend spotting or who have deep
experience gathering customer needs. These skills are needed only periodically, and they may not exist
within your organization. Further, while many brainstorming and idea generation and evaluation
activities are underway, how many of them are run well? Your organization may have people
performing these duties, but are they proficient and capable?
Example
In a financial services client we worked with, we were assigned a team of people who were meant to
develop new ideas for products and services in the retail banking space. Using an innovation
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assessment tool called Foursight, we assessed the strengths, capabilities and interest areas of the
people on the team. Foursight identifies four key innovation skills: Clarifier, Ideator, Developer and
Implementer. I won’t develop the details about all four roles – you can read more about them here.
What’s important for success is a good balance of these skills, applied at the right time in the project
lifecycle. We were about to start idea generation (when Ideators are valuable) when the assessment
took place. From the assessment we realized that five of the people on the team were strong
Developers and two were strong Implementers, and only one member had strong interest or capability
in idea generation. The team was unbalanced from an innovation perspective, but perfectly mapped to
the focus and emphasis of the banking team we were working with.
You need to carefully build your innovation teams, staffing them with people who are actively interested
and engaged in big change, comfortable with uncertainty and ambiguity, who have a breadth of skills
and can fill a range of roles, because innovation is new and unusual, and is easily derailed. It’s only with
the right blend of skills, capabilities and proclivities that innovation gets done effectively.
Correcting the mistake
Using tools like the assessments we’ve identified below you can quickly assess your team to decide if
you have the right blend of skills and perspectives. If you discover that your team is unbalanced or too
narrow in experience or perspective, you may want to add internal resources or turn to third parties to
fill critical gaps.
Tools
Use assessment tools like Foursight or Creatrix to understand the interest and skills of the people on
your team. Review The Innovator’s DNA to discover key characteristics that innovators possess.

Foursight Assessment

The Innovator’s DNA
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Mistake 7: Rushing through the start


Why is this a mistake? Rushing through the initial phases of an innovation activity results in poor
preparation and planning, poor definition of scope and poor problem definition. These factors
lead to more incremental thinking, less risk tolerance and teams that rush to select ideas rather
than carefully contemplate alternatives.



How can you avoid it? Build time into an innovation workplan that is focused on planning,
preparation, problem definition and skills development.

Albert Einstein was probably one of the smartest people who ever lived, and much of what he said has
relevance to innovation. Two particular statements come to mind. The first was (paraphrased) “we
can’t solve new problems with old ways of thinking”. The second, pertinent for this chapter, was when
he was asked how he would approach solving a problem if he was given only one hour to solve it.
Einstein’s answer was that he would spend 55 minutes defining the problem, and 5 minutes attempting
to solve it. This response is the polar opposite of what most organizations do when confronted with a
significant challenge. Typically they huddle for a few minutes, chart out a course of action and then
throw resources at the problem until it is solved. You can see this response in action in any innovation
activity. Barely a moment passes after an innovation activity begins when someone says “where are the
ideas”? But instead of rushing to build a team and generate ideas, the innovation activity should
proceed through deep contemplation, careful scope definition, the identification of appropriate scope
and outcomes, training in new skills and perspectives, and a host of other planning activities.
Unfortunately this careful and thoughtful approach to defining the problem, building the team and
planning the effort doesn’t appear to be adding significant value. It certainly isn’t generating any ideas.
So an organization that will typically uphold Stephen Covey’s commandments for effective management
often neglects two of the most important commandments: first to focus on what’s important over
what’s urgent, and second to sharpen the saw before you start cutting the wood.
This advice is pertinent not only to the start of a project, but throughout an innovation activity. Far too
often executives press for ideas very early in the project, not recognizing that the fast answers are
usually the most incremental. Further, good ideas often need time to incubate. It’s rare that anyone
implements the first ideas that are suggested. Rather, those ideas often morph as they gain more
exposure and consideration, typically becoming better and more productive ideas. Innovation is an
iterative activity comprised of diverging – that is, expanding the scope and exploring options and
converging – that is, constraining the scope and arriving at answers. Placing too much time pressure on
any activity simply eliminates the divergent step and reinforces convergence, reducing exploration and
reinforcing safe and familiar ideas.
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Example
We’ve worked with a number of clients who have had “failed” innovation activities. When we are asked
to improve on prior activities, I like to perform a post mortem on the failed activity. What went right?
What went wrong? What caused the innovation activity to “fail”? In my experience, many innovation
failures can be chalked up to poor planning, poor team building, poorly defined scope definition and
poor skills development. Most organizations are so adept at the things they do well that they can simply
plunge in with little forethought and perform adequately. That’s simply not the case with innovation.
Even when it becomes a strain on the culture and resources, we always try to slow down the initial
activities to ensure the team and the organization is prepared for innovation success.
Correcting the mistake
If you find that your innovation effort was poorly planned, poorly scoped and rushed through the initial
phases, my advice is to stop and recalibrate. Ensure the scope is in line with expectations and expected
outcomes and goals. Define a reasonable project timeline that your team can achieve and that allows
you the time and focus you need to conduct innovation activities effectively. Establish training
programs and build your team for the work you need to do. A well-defined project with good scope and
well-prepared team members will work efficiently and capably, while a team confronted with poor
planning and little defined scope with no preparation will falter very quickly.

Tools
Rather than rush to generate ideas, follow a defined innovation process that helps you scope and define
your challenges and opportunities and gain insight into future market conditions and customer needs.
With this definition and context in place, generating meaningful ideas becomes simpler, more
predictable and more successful. OVO can help you define an innovation methodology or process that
will create greater innovation success.
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Mistake 8: Assuming the future resembles the present


Why is this a mistake? Change is inevitable, and occurring at a much greater rate of speed. New
entrants, alternatives and substitutes to your existing products are entering the market, while
new customer segments and new needs are emerging. Failing to understand trends and
scenarios, you may create products that are relevant today but which you can’t launch for years,
when those needs may not be relevant. Further, you risk ignoring emerging customer segments
or needs that you could address if you’d had the foresight to identify them.



How can you avoid it? As an early activity in any innovation initiative, conduct a trend spotting
and scenario planning exercise to identify the potential relevance of your existing products and
services in the near future, and to identify emerging needs and customer segments you can
address in the future.

In 2010 it was commonly accepted wisdom that the US would be dependent on imported oil for the
foreseeable future. Three years later it appears likely that the US will produce enough oil and gas to
become virtually energy independent in a few decades, thanks to new discoveries and new methods to
extract oil and gas. New capabilities came on line over the period that radically changed oil and gas
production, and with those changes comes new realities and new market conditions. Plans that were
based on the continued import of foreign oil now in hindsight seem unrealistic, and the availability of
more US oil and gas seems obvious.
The point here is that markets, technologies and consumer demands change, and understanding and
even predicting those changes (or causing them to occur) is vital to innovation success. Considering that
many firms have product development cycles between 24 and 36 months, a good idea captured today
may not reach the market as a new product or service for three or four years. The important questions
to ask are:


How is the world likely to change in that period?



Will the products and services I offer today be relevant in the near future?



What emerging needs, markets and customer segments should I anticipate and start creating
new products and services to meet as they emerge?

The significant mistake many innovators make is that they assume that current demands and customer
needs reflect the needs of the near future, and they fail to consider how long it takes to develop a
product and launch it in the market. As demonstrated by the example at the start of the chapter,
significant changes can occur to shift markets or customer demand very quickly. Ignoring the trends in
your markets, governments, technology platforms and societal attitudes is likely to cause you to arrive
late to market, miss emerging customer needs or segments and retain existing products and services
long after customer needs and demands have changed.
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Begin every innovation activity with a quick scan of the evolving trends and assess what those trends, if
amplified, will mean for your products, markets and customers. The longer your product development
cycle, the more important trend spotting and scenario planning becomes. Trend spotting and scenario
planning is scalable – that is, you can match the amount of future forecasting you want to do to the
amount of change in your market, the length of product development and the anticipated outcome of
your new product or service.
Example
Working with an appliance manufacturer, we started a project by examining trends in technology, the
economy and society. Several trends made it clear that the new houses being built were smaller than
previous houses, placing space at a higher premium, which meant appliances needed to shrink or offer
more benefits. Further, we recognized an increasing trend toward multi-generational families, which
means that new appliances must be as easy to use for grandparents as for grandchildren. Finally, we
recognized a significant trend in immigrant households, whose use of appliances and demand on those
appliances may be far different from existing customers. These trends led us to anticipate needs for
smaller, more robust appliances that offer more features while simplifying the user interface.
Correcting the mistake
If your product development cycle is more than two or three years long, and you have started an
innovation activity without defining trends and scenarios, you need to stop and consider the future.
Change is happening with such speed and constancy that many disruptive changes may occur before
you can bring what would appear to be a good idea to market as a new product. You need to
investigate how the world may change, and identify possible emerging needs, customer segments and
threats or competitors before generating ideas. Your ideas need to be as relevant in three, four or five
years’ time as they are today.
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Tools
For more information on trend spotting and scenario planning, read The Art of the Long View by Peter
Schwartzman. This book provides great detail into trend spotting and scenario planning. Websites such
as www.trendwatching.com aggregate trends from trend spotters all over the world.
OVO offers trend spotting and scenario planning services.

The Art of the Long View

www.trendwatching.com
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Mistake 9: Technology push rather than consumer pull


Why is this a mistake? Many companies fall in love with their own capabilities and technologies.
Worse, they assume consumers want and need their technologies rather than taking the time to
understand customers’ wants and needs and providing solutions.



How can you avoid it? Carefully understand your customers’ unmet wants and needs. Provide
solutions to important unmet needs, whether they are based on your existing capabilities or new
ones you must develop or acquire.

A common mistake many companies make when they innovate is to fall in love with their own
intellectual property, capabilities or technologies. While a strong sense of pride is important when
developing new products and services based on internal capabilities and technologies, what you believe
about your capabilities, and how important those capabilities are, may differ dramatically from what
customers want or understand. Too many teams begin innovation activities focused on what their
organization does best, interested in developing products and services based on those capabilities or
technologies, rather than discovering the needs customers have and the opportunities for development
based on customer demands.
There are two problems inherent in this approach. The first is that every firm believes that customers
need their technology or capability, regardless of the circumstances of the customer. The second is that
much innovation becomes focused primarily on and around the internal capability, ignoring the broader
reach of innovation. In practice this means that technologically based firms innovate by bringing new
products to market with increased technological functions, and ignore opportunities to innovate in
other areas, such as packaging, channels, business models or customer experiences. This also means
that products come “bloated” with new capabilities that the firm can offer, but customers may not want
or need, opening the door to simpler products with fewer features that are less expensive and easier to
use. To see this in action, look no further than Microsoft Word and Google Docs.
Word, and by extension the entire Microsoft Office Suite, is a good example of bloat. While Microsoft
Word contains many new features, the average user takes advantage of very few of these features, and
finds the features they use most more difficult to find on the menus as new features are made available.
Google Docs, on the other hand, offer fewer features but change less often, making the application
simpler to use over time. While Microsoft and its engineers and developers can add more features to
Word, the bigger question is whether users are demanding the features and capabilities, or if they
would prefer a simpler, easier to use, stripped down version that does not require them to relearn the
application after each new revision.
It’s important to ask: what do customers want, and to merge those needs with existing and emerging
capabilities. In the next section we’ll describe how to uncover customer needs. Good innovators
combine their internal capabilities and strengths and the identification of new or emerging needs to
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create really compelling products and services. In many cases, these solutions are actually combinations
of products, services and experiences. Perhaps one of the best examples is the iPod and iTunes.
Example:
Apple realized that the MP3 player was a technological device. While MP3 players stored a lot of music,
they were a technology solution and not a complete solution, since obtaining and managing music on
the device was cumbersome. The iPod would have been another technology until the introduction of
iTunes, which worked relatively seamlessly with the iPod to address a large, unmet need: finding,
acquiring and managing the music on the device. Apple combined its internal technical capabilities, its
design capabilities and content from music companies in a total solution, which was both technologybased and consumer-demand driven.
Correcting the mistake
Gathering and assessing customer needs and market trends can be difficult and time consuming, and
the data isn’t easy to analyze. Many firms trust their internal capabilities to generate new technologies
and assume customers will adopt new products, over their ability to assess new customer needs and
meet or exceed those needs with new products and services. Look at your innovation pipeline and your
ideas. If they are heavily reliant on internal technologies that haven’t been validated through scenario
development and customer insights, your firm may be too focused on technology push rather than
customer pull. In some industries (pharmaceutical for example) where needs (diseases) are easily
identified and the solutions very relevant for customers, technology push in the form of new drug
compounds makes sense, especially when there are no competing alternatives. But in markets where
the needs are more ambiguous and the range of alternative solutions is far greater, technology push as
a sole strategy is very risky.
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Mistake 10: Confusing customer surveys for customer insight


Why is this a mistake? Your existing market research is focused on existing customers and their
attitudes about existing products. It tells you very little about what non-customers want, or new
features or needs of existing customers and prospects. Additionally, most market research and
customer satisfaction insight is backward looking, not forward looking.



How can you avoid it? Start any innovation activity by reviewing the market and customer
research you possess. Look for gaps in your understanding and seek out new, unmet or
unarticulated needs through interactive, qualitative research methods.

Innovation should be best described as providing new products and services to customers to meet
unmet or unarticulated needs at the exact point in time when customers become aware of those needs.
This definition contains several concepts. First, that innovation is timely – good new products and
services become available as consumers become aware of existing and future needs. Second, that many
customer needs are unmet or even unarticulated. Third, that research should focus on discovering new
needs and not look backward to reported customer satisfaction with existing products.
This last point is perhaps the most important of all. Innovation projects should always contain a
research activity, and that research activity should begin by reviewing existing market research and
customer research, but those activities merely define the starting point for innovation research. Your
firm has a wealth of customer and market research, typically focused on existing products and your
customers’ attitudes and behaviors about those products. This research, while vital, is backward looking
and too narrow. It focused on existing products and existing customers. To discover unmet needs, your
research must also take into account prospective customers, those who aren’t your customers yet, and
the needs and solutions that aren’t being met today. In other words, good innovation research should
involve people who aren’t yet our customers, and should examine needs, solutions and expectations
that aren’t included in our suite of products or services today.
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You can’t find the “voice of the customer” in surveys or commissioned market research. Your team
needs to interact directly with customers, consumers and channel partners. There are a number of tools
and methods to do this effectively, that range in effort from a few days to several months or more.
Again, the amount of disruption that you hope to provide with your new product or service and the
amount of differentiation and uniqueness you hope to achieve should drive your research investment.
Your investment in research will correlate with the insights you receive. A limited, cursory examination
of existing customer survey data and published market research isn’t likely to offer radical new insights,
and may lead you to believe customers are content. A more involved research activity which leverages
tools like focus groups, voice of the customer or ethnography will cost more and take more time, but
will yield insights into unmet customer needs that can lead to innovation breakthroughs.
Further, you need to interact not only with your existing customers, but with your prospects and even
with people who aren’t sure you can offer products or services that meet their needs. Talking to existing
customers and similar prospects will simply reinforce your existing products and services, while talking
with people who aren’t interested or aren’t using your products may indicate opportunities for growth
or change, or potential new entrants or substitutes for your product or service. Limits on your scope
simply limit your insight.
Example
We led a large innovation effort for a financial services firm to create disruptive products in the retail
banking space. When we reached the phase of the project focused on customer research, we were
presented with reams (really) of customer satisfaction data about existing products. As you might
expect, our recommendation was to harvest insights from this existing research and to engage in deep
customer interactions to uncover new needs not documented in customer satisfaction surveys. Our
argument? Customer satisfaction reflects the position of existing customers and their thinking about
existing products, but doesn’t provide insight into prospects and their needs, or how existing customers
might react to new products and services. We were able to convince the management team to conduct
an ethnographic research activity, and based on the insights gathered ethnography and voice of the
customer has become a tool the institution uses with more frequency.
Correcting the mistake
If you find that your “customer research” involves reading customer satisfaction reports or relies
entirely on purchased market research, stop. Innovation typically focuses on growth and differentiation,
meaning you’ll need to attract new customers (who aren’t part of your customer satisfaction reports)
with new products and services (which aren’t reflected in over the counter market research). Your team
will need to conduct its own customer insight research, and the more disruptive your innovation goal,
the more research and the more engagement with customers and consumers you’ll need.
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Tools
There is a wide range insight tools available to you, from the Strategy Canvas in Blue Ocean Strategy and
the jobs to be done methodology in Tony Ulwick’s book What Customers Want to focus groups, Voice of
the Customer exercises and deeper research activities such as ethnography. Each of these tools has
specific value propositions and uses, and each requires an experienced guide to help you use the tool
successfully. Work with a consultant who is experienced in the application and use of these tools before
you attempt to use them “in-house”.
OVO works with our customers to identify the right customer insight tools and methods for each
innovation need.
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Mistake 11: Assuming that you understand how to generate
ideas


Why is this a mistake? Poor idea generation or inadequate preparation leads to frustrated
teams which become cynical about idea generation and increasingly develop only incremental
ideas.



How can you avoid it? Learn and implement idea generation best practices. Introduce a range
of idea generation tools and techniques. Develop or recruit better idea generation facilitators.

If you read the current literature about innovation, you’ll quickly come to the realization that many
people believe that “brainstorming is useless”. In some environments and under some conditions, they
are correct, because what could be a valuable tool or methodology has become so watered down, and
so often used for other purposes as to become practically useless. Further, few organizations train
people in good idea generation methods or facilitation skills, so the practitioners are often novices who
prefer to rush through activities rather than learn the best practices. And too often people have
participated in “idea sessions” that were actually meetings to reach agreement on a powerful leader’s
chosen ideas or agendas rather than a free-flowing idea generation session. In short, idea generation
faces a number of issues:








There are few accepted best practices
Idea generation sessions are misused for other purposes
People don’t understand their roles or the goals for the meetings
Tools are misused, abused or simply ignored
Few people have the training necessary to lead groups effectively
There’s little communication or preparation of the teams
Idea generation often happens with little scope or context

In the face of this challenges, most organizations rush to generate ideas, with little preparation, poor
facilitation, a cynical view of the value of the activity and little engagement. Is there any wonder why so
many people expect so little from idea generation?
Rather than rush to generate ideas, organizations that seek consistent innovation success should follow
a more prescribed innovation methodology, first carefully establishing the key problems and scope of
the activity, then understanding the trends and emerging issues and needs, and finally gathering
customer insights and research. Within this context, the teams have far more information and can do a
better job generating ideas. But context is only part of the solution.
Beyond context, good idea generation happens when motivated, prepared teams are led by experienced
facilitators using familiar innovation tools in an environment that’s conducive to innovation. This means
that people who will lead an idea generation activity need to improve their skills when leading idea
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generation activities and ensure their participation is “nonpartisan”. Facilitators need to introduce idea
generation “best practices” – establishing rules and expectations of participants, defining the idea
generation tools and methods, and outlining the expected outcomes. Too much emphasis is placed on
idea generation tools – brainstorming, TRIZ, mindmapping and so forth. A whole cottage industry
seems to thrive on declaring that brainstorming is dead, or useless. Rather than worry so much about
which tool to use, focus first on preparing the team and the environment, establishing good practices
and identifying good facilitators.
Example
With a major agricultural equipment supplier we worked to restructure idea generation sessions.
Starting with planning and preparation, we changed the entire structure of idea generation. We
improved how teams are prepared by introducing planning and preparation documents. We trained key
leaders in idea generation and facilitation skills. We introduced innovation rules and best practices
based on years of research from the Creative Problem Solving Institute. We introduced new tools and
methods beyond simple brainstorming. From this focus more ideas and better ideas have been
generated, and the idea generation events are much more engaging and productive.
Correcting the mistake
If your idea generation sessions aren’t working as well as you had hoped, you can easily correct mistakes
in this category. First, turn your attention to the planning and preparation of each idea generation
activity. Do you have the right people attending? Do they all understand your goals and the purpose of
the event? Have they agreed to follow the same rules? Do you have an experience idea generation
facilitator? Next, examine your tools. Are the participants cynical about brainstorming? Can you use
other tools to generate ideas more effectively?
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Tools
The Creative Problem Solving Institute does a good job of introducing a number of idea generation
techniques. IDEO’s brainstorming rules are an excellent way to frame an idea session. Tim Hurson’s
book Think Better, along with Keith Sawyer’s book Group Genius are good resources for idea generation.
An experienced third party facilitator who understands how to get the most interaction and best ideas
from your team is a valuable and relatively inexpensive solution.
OVO helps train idea generation facilitators and leads idea generation sessions.

Think Better by Tim Hurson

Group Genius by Keith Sawyer
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Mistake 12: Using a “closed” approach to innovation


Why is this a mistake? Your internal team may not have the knowledge, connections or
experience to create meaningful products or services in new markets. Further, there are far
more ideas and technologies outside your organization than inside.



How can you avoid it? Understand the role that “open” innovation can play, and build a strategy
that incorporates open innovation activities and actions in your innovation approach.

The statistics are rather staggering. Research from Gallup shows that less than 30% of the employees of
most organizations are actively engaged at work. In a period when knowledge and knowledge workers
add far more value than capital equipment or liquid assets, we get far too little from our employees.
Clearly, there are far more ideas than we are harvesting from our internal staff. But in comparison to
your internal staff, how many more good ideas, insights and technologies exist in the external world?
P&G was faced with this dilemma. In 2005 Arthur Lafley set a goal that 50% of all P&G products would
be the result of ideas harvested from “open” innovation – that is, ideas or technologies originating from
external partners or customers. Lafley set this goal at a time when P&G had the largest R&D capability
in the consumer goods space, but he realized that there were far more ideas and technologies in far
more regions than P&G’s internal marketers and scientists could replicate. The message here is that
while your team probably isn’t harvesting all the good ideas and insights inside your organization, there
are orders of magnitude more opportunities, insights and technologies available to you through
purposeful partnering, or what Henry Chesbrough labeled “open innovation”.
As firms mature their innovation capabilities, most start by defining internal processes and capabilities,
and then gradually create relationships with trusted partners and vendors. Many go further, seeking
ideas from all customers or business partners. Dell Computer has a website called IdeaStorm, which
allows anyone with a web browser to submit ideas to Dell. Clearly, the more engaged and more “open”
your innovation methodology, the more effective your organization needs to be in the identification,
capture and selection of good ideas. In the near future we believe that the best innovators will care less
about the original provenance of the idea, and will be distinguished by their ability to find, license and
commercialize ideas quickly, whether they originated from an employee or a business partner.
If your firm is just beginning to build innovation capabilities, then you should first develop and improve
your internal innovation capabilities. Opening up to a host of external ideas when your methods or
processes are inadequate will frustrate your internal teams and anger your partners. However, once
your internal processes work reasonably well you should define an open innovation strategy, outlining
the types of partners you hope to acquire and the types of ideas or intellectual property you hope to
find. And you should realize that open innovation flows in two directions. It is entirely possible and
highly likely that your organization has intellectual property that can be commercialized more effectively
by a third party. So while you are seeking ideas and intellectual property to bring into the organization,
consider what knowledge or capabilities you have to offer in this IP marketplace.
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Correcting the mistake
It’s not necessarily a mistake to conduct internal innovation programs, but in any industry there are
more ideas and technologies outside the company’s walls than inside. Each innovation activity should
include an assessment of the internal knowledge, technologies and capabilities, and the potential need
for external ideas or technologies and the plans for obtaining those external offerings. Open innovation
can be a vital component of many innovation activities, but should be well-planned and considered a
vital component of innovation, not a splinter activity.

Tools
Read Henry Chesbrough’s book Open Innovation.
OVO provides consulting assistance to help you plan your open innovation strategies and implement
them effectively.
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Mistake 13: The fallacy of “the one” idea


Why is this a mistake? As executives rush innovation projects in a desire to obtain a new product
or service, they place undue pressure on the innovation teams. Innovation teams, unfamiliar with
innovation activities and tools, converge too quickly and present ideas that are either
incremental or not fully explored, which are later proven to be inadequate or flawed.



How can you avoid it? Don’t rush the team through their divergence and convergence steps.
Encourage the team to retain several viable ideas through more of the activity than they might
otherwise.

Good management principles work on a short divergence, rapid convergence theory. That is, for most
activities good managers will expand their scope to find a range of options to solve a problem, then
rapidly converge to the best possible solution. While this works in practice for problems when
managers have deep understanding and experience, the method doesn’t always apply to innovation.
Far too often there is a “rush to judgment” to pick one idea in an innovation activity and declare it the
“best” idea. Once the idea is anointed, two actions quickly follow. First, all other ideas are discarded
and second, all resources are focused on the idea someone has declared the “best”. The mistake
innovators often make is applying convergence rules that are useful in some decision making settings to
the selection of the best ideas, when the considerations, experience and information available are often
very different.
What we’ve labeled the “fallacy of the one idea” is actually composed of two mistakes. The first mistake
is to select only one idea for further enrichment and development. The more disruptive the innovation
activity or the more unfamiliar the market you are addressing, the greater the need is to keep more
ideas active for a longer period of consideration and development. Selecting one idea too early in the
cycle, and placing all of your emphasis and resources on that one idea leaves you with no options if the
idea has hidden flaws or new needs or requirements are discovered. The second mistake is to assume
you can accelerate innovation. Over the last 20 years we’ve cut cycle times and improved throughput
on a number of activities, but trying to rush innovation will often mean choosing either the wrong idea
or the idea that most resembles the products or services already in the marketplace.
Example
The ABC television network provides an excellent example of the need for development and patience.
In one new season, over 850 ideas for new television shows were presented. Of those ideas 130 scripts
were developed, and 24 pilots were shot. From those pilots 13 new series were created, and 6 shows
were picked up for the following year. In other words, from 850 ideas came 6 successful shows.
Imagine attempting to select the winners from the raw list of ideas, or even the initial scripts. Only with
further patience and development did good ideas emerge, and even then only 50% of the shows
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developed went on to year on year success. And firms in other industries would envy these numbers.
Consumer packaged goods have a far lower success rate.
Another factor that contributes to this challenge is what I call the minimal acceptable target (MAT).
What’s the minimal acceptable target for the number of ideas? Typically, a firm will implement only one
idea, so once any activity clears that threshold – one acceptable idea – the push is on to move to the
next step. It’s a rare instance when a team can suggest that one simply acceptable idea pales in
comparison to more idea generation with the potential of generating even better ideas. Most
organizations are far too task driven, and measure accomplishment by minimal completion of a task in
the least amount of time.
The chart below illustrates the dangers of selecting ideas too early in the process. A significant amount
of research into “idea mortality” demonstrates that many ideas are found to have hidden errors or flaws
well after idea generation. Attempting to select only one idea too early in the innovation process will
inevitably mean you’ve placed too much emphasis on an idea with a fatal flaw, or selected an idea so
incremental and so safe as to be almost indistinguishable from existing products and services.

Idea Mortality Research
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Correcting the mistake
Narrowing the options too quickly is a mistake that can be made by innovation teams or that can be
imposed on innovation teams by eager management. If you’ve narrowed your options too early in the
innovation process you’ll be left with a few ideas that are either very incremental (and therefore “safe”)
or a handful of ideas that may have hidden issues or flaws, and that can’t be commercialized. If you find
yourself in this position, go back to your original ideas and reconsider some that may have been thrown
out too hastily in the evaluation stages.
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Mistake 14: Using the wrong evaluation criteria


Why is this a mistake? Applying the wrong evaluation criteria, or criteria suitable for other
internal projects such as return on investment (ROI), will lead executives to kill ideas before they
are fully formed.



How can you avoid it? Develop evaluation criteria appropriate to the stage and task of the
innovation activity.

The three letters that spell doom for most innovations are: ROI. While every project in an organization
needs to justify its existence, evaluating ideas based on a return on investment metric is simply a way to
stop all innovation. While ROI may be a good evaluation metric for projects with known costs and easily
estimated revenues and returns, ROI is simply too high a hurdle early in the life of an innovation activity.
Your innovation teams will need a mechanism to evaluate ideas, and through this “mistakes” document
we’ve hinted at several evaluation frameworks. The first we’d recommend is comparing ideas to the
project goals, scope or charter. Does the idea meet the goals of the initial charter? If so, then does the
idea seem valuable to the markets today and have appeal in emerging markets based on your trend
spotting? If you can answer yes to these questions, so far so good. Next, does the idea align to unmet
customer needs discovered in your research or customer insight activities? If your answer is yes, you
are off to a very good start.
One reason innovation can be frustrating is that much of it is qualitative. That is, in an era where much
of business runs on “the numbers” innovation often remains a fairly qualitative activity. This is
especially true when evaluating ideas. If you don’t have a good project scope, if you lack insights into
the future or if you neglect to understand customer needs, then your evaluation is based purely on
internal opinion, and whoever has the loudest or most important opinion will win.
But there are other evaluation frameworks that can be applied. We should investigate how much
customer may desire the concept, how feasible it is for your firm to develop and commercialize the idea
and the potential value of the idea to your business. These are frameworks your team can build to
evaluate ideas and demonstrate a consistent application of the evaluation framework to all ideas. Even
if the context is qualitative, it can at least be consistent. Finally, in many setting you can obtain
feedback from customers about the ideas by using a simple concept test. Select a small number of
customers and present a mock up or sample product or solution and obtain feedback on the
attractiveness of the solution and the customers’ willingness to acquire.
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Example
In our innovation consulting work we’ve found that the majority of our clients have no defined
evaluation criteria or frameworks. Many times ideas are generated from brainstorming sessions and the
ranking or prioritization is based on opinion, not a consistent framework of criteria. The problem that
arises when the evaluation methods are ad-hoc and created each time on the fly is that decisions are
based on emotion, opinion or the attitudes and beliefs of the most important person in the room.
Typically this will mean that the most disruptive or unusual ideas are ignored and the safest or most
conventional ideas are approved. Further, it means that it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish any
common approach to evaluating ideas or comparing ideas that have been approved. When the
evaluation framework is indefinite or simply lacking, teams reject the responsibility to rank or prioritize
ideas and wait for executives to make the decision. Most executives, unfortunately, believe the
innovation teams should present recommendations, and are frustrated by the team’s inability to select
the best candidates.
Correcting the mistake
Too many teams evaluate ideas based on supposition, hunches or opinion rather than on criteria that
rise from the scenarios the team developed and the customer needs the team identified. If your
evaluation of ideas is based on opinion or supposition, stop evaluating the ideas and construct an
evaluation matrix based on what you’ve learned about your customers and their needs, and your
project’s goals and objectives. These criteria should be more quantitative and the team should be able
to reach agreement on evaluation of ideas more readily.
Tools
There are a number of evaluation criteria that can be applied. We typically suggest an iterative
evaluation process that considers:
1. The original goals and “charter” for the innovation effort
2. The evolving needs and trends as identified in trend spotting and scenario planning
3. The needs identified in deeper customer research
4. A three factor internal analysis: Feasibility, Desirability, Profitability
5. An analysis of the new idea from the customers’ perspective
OVO provides consulting expertise to help you evaluate and select the best ideas.
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Mistake 15: Failing to convert ideas into physical mockups,
prototypes or simulations


Why is this a mistake? Creating simple prototypes creates an entirely new level of
comprehension and understanding and leads to better idea generation and concept
development. Prototypes reduce product definition failures and call out important features.



How can you avoid it? Incorporate simple rapid prototyping as a component of idea generation.

One of the most significant failings of innovation teams is to make innovation a grim science rather than
an interesting, creative exercise. Nothing demonstrates this fact more than the lack of physical
prototypes. If you have an innovation process that ignores or discounts building simple prototypes or
simulation mockups of processes or experiences, your ideas suffer and your process suffers. Building
prototypes is engaging and fun, but more importantly, building prototypes provides new insights that
spark new ideas and creates better products and services.
Most idea generation sessions consist of a handful of people in a conference room, shouting out or
writing down ideas on flipcharts or sticky notes. These ideas are collated, categorized and ranked, and
the top ideas are selected. From that point many ideas never enter the physical realm, but are
relegated to existing solely on paper, as words. While ideas may be well documented, each individual’s
understanding of the idea – their concept, their imagination of the structure, size, shape or experience
of the idea – is probably very different. Too much information goes missing when we assume that
everyone has the same mental model and understanding of the idea. It’s only when the idea is
developed as a rough prototype or simulation that new thinking emerges. Plus, creating prototypes is
fun work.
Developing a physical prototype from simple materials – clay, construction paper, pipe cleaners, found
objects – provides a three dimensional experience and a chance for the idea generators to share their
thinking and compare notes. As the idea is constructed, new requirements, solutions or possibilities
emerge, and new constraints or issues are documented as well. This physical construction often leads to
new idea generation which improves the basic concept. Prototypes don’t have to be physical
representations, however. Ideas that improve services or customer experiences or business models can
be prototyped in simulations, in story boards or in process maps.
Prototyping doesn’t have to cost very much, doesn’t have to be to exact measurements and shouldn’t
take a lot of time, but can create a significant amount of new insight. Every idea generation activity
should be linked to a rapid prototyping and discussion session, which can only enrich ideas and make
the ideas more relevant and valuable.
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Example
We were working with a client that designs and manufactures weapons and equipment for the US
armed services. We were working with them to generate new ideas for battlefield equipment, and
suggested incorporating rapid prototyping using simple materials: paper, clay, pipe cleaners and other
found objects. As you might expect, the team of engineers was less than enthusiastic, but decided to
“play along”. Three teams built prototypes using simple materials, and then presented their ideas to the
other groups. From the simple prototyping we identified over ten new features or possible offerings
that had not been identified in the idea generation, and actually accelerated the decision and
development of one of the concepts by several weeks. Afterward, many of the engineers admitted their
initial skepticism of the rough prototyping activity but admitted it provided great insights and was in fact
one of their favorite activities.
Correcting the mistake
Prototyping is fast, easy and fun. Any idea can be prototyped or simulated, and the insights that are
gathered from a prototype or simulation always improve the idea. If you are evaluating ideas but
haven’t developed prototypes, stop evaluating and build prototypes. As you construct and interact with
prototypes, new ideas will be created based on new insights, and your evaluations will be simplified by
gaining much more intelligence about the idea. Prototypes improve insights, improve solutions and
improve idea evaluation.
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Mistake 16: Focusing on opportunistic ideas over strategic ideas


Why is this a mistake? Innovation programs can easily become overwhelmed pursuing a wide
range of suggestions that are often incremental at best while ignoring strategic innovation
opportunities.



How can you avoid it? Define an appropriate balance and process for both strategic innovation
projects and incremental or opportunistic idea submission.

The humble suggestion box is perhaps one of the most pernicious outcomes of early innovation
activities. While a suggestion box seems relatively harmless, it is often an admission that priorities and
strategies are off kilter. Every organization is replete with employees who have ideas to share. But the
fact that they have ideas does not mean that the ideas are strategically aligned or valuable to the
business. A suggestion box is often an abdication of strategic prioritization to incremental
improvement.
If you’ll recall Dell’s IdeaStorm idea submission system referred to above, then you’ll begin to
understand the concern. IdeaStorm is basically a suggestion box on steroids. Dell receives thousands of
ideas a year, and implements less than 3% of those ideas. Dell’s results aren’t unusual, they are simply
representative of most suggestion boxes or suggestion systems. Many employees simply don’t know
whether their ideas are aligned to corporate strategy. The suggestion box exists to receive suggestions,
and, with little communicated scope or expressed need, any idea is just as good as another.
We don’t intend to denigrate suggestion boxes or enterprise wide ideas schemes, but they should be
married and balanced with strategic innovation needs and requirements. If an organization isn’t careful,
it spends very limited and very valuable innovation time chasing down hundreds of ideas that are
incremental at best. These ideas, even if they can be implemented, often don’t contribute much to the
bottom line or create significant differentiation, but consume a significant amount of time and energy.
Conversely, it may be difficult to identify strategic needs and executive sponsors for major innovation
projects, but these have the best opportunity for creating significant new products that drive growth
and differentiation. Given the difficulty of identifying strategic gaps and executive sponsors, it’s often
far easier to pursue incremental ideas from the suggestion system than to build momentum and identify
stakeholders for a larger innovation activity. In these cases what eventually happens is that all the
limited innovation resources are consumed in incremental activities that don’t impact the bottom line,
and the innovation investments don’t seem worth the cost, while strategic needs go begging.
You need a combined, parallel path to define an innovation activity that will sponsor and engage large
scale innovation projects with an active incremental program to address enterprise wide innovation or
suggestion systems. The majority of your innovation investment should be focused on strategic goals
rather than on suggestion systems, even though it will be easier and faster to implement those ideas.
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These “quick wins” become intoxicating, because they are realized in so little time, but their ultimate
impact is severely limited.
Correcting the mistake
Many organizations implement suggestion boxes or simple idea capture systems to record all of the
good ideas that their employee teams create. While these ideas have some value, they often aren’t
strategic or don’t address larger issues of growth, profitability and differentiation. If you have a
suggestion box or idea management system but don’t have a strategic innovation process, add a process
to identify strategic innovation needs sponsored by executives that focus on growth, differentiation and
disruption and implement this process in parallel to your suggestion box or idea capture system.
Tools
We suggest to our clients that they prioritize their “idea streams”. There are typically at least three idea
streams in any organization: incremental, continuous improvement ideas that people have about their
jobs or processes, product or service ideas that your employees or customers have that may be
incremental or disruptive, and strategic ideas about new products and services that are sponsored by
executives or in response to urgent market needs or demands. It’s important to segregate these ideas
and develop systems and processes for each stream of ideas to receive further consideration. The first
two streams can be managed by idea submission systems like Spigit or Bright Idea, or an internally
developed, enterprise wide idea management application. The last stream – strategic innovation – may
need to be managed separately, because the ideas or needs are strategic and may conflict with existing
products.
OVO provides consulting expertise to help define your idea streams and select the best idea
management software for your specific needs.
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Mistake 17: Retaining existing reward, evaluation and
compensation systems


Why is this a mistake? People will spend their limited time and mental energy in tasks where
they are comfortable and knowledgeable, and in tasks that contribute to their evaluation,
compensations and rewards. If they aren’t comfortable, aren’t rewarded or compensated for
innovation activities, their time commitments and their engagement on innovation will suffer.



How can you avoid it? Develop an appropriate evaluation, reward and compensation system to
encourage team members to create a balance between their regular, day jobs and their
innovation activities.

Few organizations can afford to assign people to innovation activities full time. The most typical
innovation team is composed of people who have a regular “day job” and are also associated with an
innovation project. The innovation project is supposed to consume between 10 to 30% of their time,
with the rest of their time given over to their regular job. This staffing model runs into difficulty when a
major milestone or key deliverable is due for their “regular” work, and they have to focus more
attention on that role than their innovation activities. In fact, there’s rarely any penalty for ignoring or
shirking innovation work, since most reward systems and evaluation systems focus on their “regular”
work rather than their innovation initiatives.
There are few more pathetic creatures than an innovation team member who is excited about
innovation and fully engaged in a project who is called on to focus more time and energy on their “day
job” due to an emergency or upcoming milestone. Most innovation team members are part of the
teams because they want to be: they recognize the need for new products and hope to help lead change
in the organization. Most also understand the importance of the day to day operations, and when push
comes to shove, they know that short term revenue trumps long term opportunity. They know this
because that’s what their evaluation system, reward system and compensation system tell them. While
they may be personally committed to an innovation activity, their evaluation and reward systems are
tied to their “day job”.
But this imbalance isn’t the only reward and recognition issue that plagues innovation. To compensate
for the lack of a consistent evaluation and reward system based on innovation, many companies
implement systems to reward people based on the number of ideas they contribute, creating a
Pavlovian reward system for ideas submitted. There are two significant problems with this approach.
First, it rewards the wrong activity – submitting ideas. It does not reward the work necessary to
develop, vet and implement the ideas. Second, it creates explicitly extrinsic motivations, when recent
research demonstrates that your best innovators are likely to be intrinsically motivated. That is, the
best innovators want the opportunity to be more involved. They value engagement and involvement
over money when it comes to rewards and recognition. So, paying bonuses for ideas often rewards the
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people least engaged and rewards for the simplest activities, while your best innovators often prefer the
opportunity to remain engaged with their ideas after idea submission as the best reward.
Many organizations fail to recognize how important the evaluation, compensation and reward systems
are to successful innovation. Executives will demand innovation, but continue to evaluate, compensate
and reward the organization based on existing frameworks. When this occurs, people will naturally
focus their attention on the work where they are most likely to be recognized and rewarded. To sustain
innovation over time, and to build a truly engaged workforce, organizations must change how they
evaluate, compensate and reward innovators, and understand the differences between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivators.
I recognize that changing an evaluation and compensation system in any large organization will take a
long time. Many man-years of effort and careful consideration have been given to building the right
compensation programs and bands to ensure consistency and to demonstrate fairness. These programs
won’t change overnight, but they must adapt if innovation is to become a core component of your
business.
Example
We were leading an innovation effort in a credit card issuer that was focused on strategic new products.
Several members of the team approached me to let me know they’d need time off from the project,
because their “day jobs” had become more demanding. When I questioned the team members, it
became clear that they wanted to remain on the innovation project, and were anxious for the project to
succeed, but their compensation was tied to their evaluation, and their evaluation was tied to their “day
job”. In fact, their participation in an innovation activity threatened their evaluation and eventually
their compensation and advancement.
Correcting the mistake
If you have active innovation teams but haven’t reworked their evaluation and compensation schemes
or reward structures, start working on these immediately. Understand the value and difference
between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, and the tradeoffs that innovation teams make between their
regular commitments and innovation efforts. Ensure that their focus and expected commitments and
their potential rewards are explicitly stated.
Tools
Your Human Resources and/or Talent Management team may be able to provide a lot of help rethinking
how people assigned to innovation teams should be rewarded, evaluated and compensated. From Dan
Pink’s book and other research we know too that many innovators are more excited and engaged by
intrinsic motivation and rewards than extrinsic rewards. Further, you can create innovation
disincentives by creating reward systems too tightly tied to financial compensation. You’ll need to strike
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the right balance between financial rewards and intrinsic compensation, along with rethinking how
people who participate on innovation projects are evaluated.
OVO offers consulting services to help you change your culture and your compensation and rewards
systems to encourage more innovation.
Daniel Pink’s book Drive has a lot to say about intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, why they are different
and why they are important. Research indicates that people who are more innovative tend to favor
intrinsic rewards, but most organizations build reward systems focused almost exclusively on extrinsic
reward systems.

Drive
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Mistake 18: Failing to link the “front end” and the execution
team


Why is this a mistake? Creating a lot of innovation ideas with little or no consideration for
development and commercialization creates a logjam of ideas, frustrated innovators and
unhappy executives.



How can you avoid it? Align innovation capabilities to product or service development
resources. Develop or recruit new internal or external development resources. Re-prioritize
development projects.

Innovation is interesting, fun, even sexy when done correctly, and people will flock to innovation work
given the chance. Everyone gets excited about creating ideas for new products and services, and that
passion and energy can generate lots of new ideas. However, the mechanisms to convert ideas into
viable products and services – the product or service development cycles – are still bound by resource
constraints, funding issues and prior commitments, never mind the need to keep existing products
viable and attractive to customers. One of the biggest mistakes innovators make is to build a
supercharged “front end” team or process capable of generating hundreds of ideas, while failing to
understand the potential throughput of the development or execution team. What inevitably happens
is a logjam – many good ideas piling up, waiting to enter the product development process. In some
cases ideas can wait for years to get the resources and bandwidth they need to proceed into
development.
Nothing causes greater frustration or cynicism than generating a lot of good ideas that simply pile up
waiting to move into development. This is a common occurrence that’s easily predictable. Improving
the situation can be a bit more difficult. Here are two methods to correct this issue:
1. Eliminate some of the projects already in the development queue. If you are doing innovation
well, you’ll spark a number of new ideas for products and services that are far more valuable
than the ideas already scheduled for development. When you first decide to focus on
innovation as one of your core capabilities, one of the best actions you can take is to prune the
existing product or service development list. This pruning will free up resources to work on the
new ideas that will be generated. This recommendation can be extended to include reprioritization of the development program, moving great ideas up the development cycle, as
well as removing existing projects simply to make room for new projects.
2. Identify development partners outside your organization who can design and build new
products and services for you. If your ideas are valuable, they may be time sensitive as well. It
is better to pay an increased price to bring them to market faster rather than allow them to wait
for internal resources and watch a competitor bring the new concept to market before your
team can schedule it in your development queue.
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One of the most important activities you can implement to avoid this mistake is to link the “front end”
activities (idea generation, concept development, prototyping) with the execution activities (product
development, testing, commercialization and launch) and ensure the execution team is well informed of
the coming bow-wave of new ideas. Further, the innovation team must consider the knowledge,
capabilities and processes of the execution team, and ideally create concepts that require less
investigation and development when possible.
Example
For a high technology manufacturer we developed and implemented a powerful “front end” capability,
which included formal idea generation sessions and a web-based idea submission system. After about
six months of process design, training and implementing the online idea management system, our front
end was generating hundreds of new ideas, which we refined into 4-6 powerful new ideas each quarter.
When the senior executives who were sponsoring these innovation projects approached the product
and service development teams, they were dismayed to discover that the development teams had
product backlogs that were at least two to three years long. Without re-prioritizing their workload, no
new ideas could even be considered for at least two years.
Correcting the mistake
If your team has a “lot” of good ideas that seem to pile up on the doorstep of product development,
stop generating ideas and examine the linkages between your “front end” innovation processes and
your downstream development activities. This is a good time to review your product development
portfolio and “prune” projects of lesser value than the incoming innovation requirements, or identify
new development capabilities that can accelerate good ideas to market quickly. Development teams are
often overwhelmed with development requests and have difficulty prioritizing projects. New product
requests may fall to the bottom of the development list behind projects that have been stalled for
months if not years unless an executive sponsor can work with development executives to re-prioritize
initiatives. It’s a good practice to review the development pipeline as innovation projects get underway
to prune lower priority activities to free up resources for impending innovation projects, or to identify
third party development capability to augment existing internal development teams.
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Tools
Read The Other Side of Innovation by Trimble and Govindarajan.

The Other Side of Innovation
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Mistake 19: Thinking innovation is an activity rather than a
capability


Why is this a mistake? Innovation is too risky, too uncertain and too reliant on new thinking and
skills to be done sporadically as needs arise. When continuity and capabilities are lacking, teams
will revert to conventional thinking.



How can you avoid it? Define and build internal innovation processes, methods, teams and
culture to create and sustain an innovation capability that is constantly working to improve your
products, services and business models.

Innovation is perhaps the most important component in your growth and differentiation strategy, yet it
does not receive the consistent focus and attention it deserves. Even worse, the only time innovation
receives the focus it deserves is when the stakes are high – when a new competitive product is
introduced or a significant market shift occurs. When the stakes are the highest, organizations build
innovation teams and charter them to create radically new products and services, with little training or
long term commitment. To compete in rapidly changing, highly competitive markets, innovation must
become a consistent capability, not an occasional sporadic initiative.
The comparison I like to draw is one between hunting and farming for subsistence. Good hunters don’t
need to hunt everyday – their reward when they make a kill is plenty of food for a long period of time.
They hunt when they need to. Farmers, on the other hand, must carefully tend the ground and nurture
seedlings until they can harvest their crops. Famers must attend to their fields every day, to remove
pests and weeds, to prune their crops and eventually to harvest. Farming is a fully-engaged, every day
activity, while hunting is a sporadic, occasional activity that depends to a great degree on the skill of the
hunter and the availability of game. Many organizations treat innovation as if they are “hunters” – going
after big game occasionally. But they lack the skills of a big game hunter and often limit the territory
where they hunt. Innovation needs to become much more like farming – a consistent activity that
understands and appreciates the cycles of recognizing needs, developing ideas, pruning and refining the
ideas, harvesting the best ideas and repeating the process.
When innovation is considered an occasional activity, the stakes are high, executives expect a high
return on investment with limited time and resources that are unprepared and untrained. Given the
stakes and the circumstances, most innovation teams settle for safe, predictable ideas that can be
implemented rather than the larger, more disruptive ideas that are needed. In organizations where
innovation is considered a consistent capability, teams are trained in innovation methods and
techniques and familiar with the work. Scaling an innovation activity to the demands of the market or
executives is relatively simple.
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Example
We worked with one of the largest water treatment and management companies in the world to help
develop a new water treatment process. The company assigned several of its top management team
and senior scientists to the innovation team. Our responsibility was to help the team generate
disruptive new ideas that would lead to new products. We worked with the team to talk about
implementing innovation processes for future use, but the team was focused on delivering new
innovative ideas quickly. We were fortunate enough to generate a number of really valuable ideas that
were converted into new products. But once the innovation project ended, the team was disbanded
and none of the innovation tools or processes were implemented in the rest of the business. Two years
after the innovation project, the company found itself in need of more innovation, but wasn’t able to
replicate the innovation success. It did not build an innovation capability; instead it chose to react to
customer demand and market shifts in real time, and build teams and focus on innovation only when
“necessary” which meant that innovation was never a central focus, and far more difficult to
accomplish.
Correcting the mistake
If your company treats innovation as a series of discrete activities and doesn’t build consistent
innovation capabilities or learn from the innovation projects, you are missing a significant opportunity
for growth and efficiency. Ad hoc, periodic innovation defined by disparate project teams with no
corporate assistance and no internal body of knowledge has little chance for success. Stop repeating the
same failed incremental projects and start advocating for a more consistent innovation capability that
simplifies and accelerates innovation and leads to more success.
Businesses build plans, structures and processes to sustain important activities or priorities. Further,
they develop teams and train them in the skills and knowledge necessary to perform the tasks within
the function, and they provide adequate resources and funding. If these factors don’t exist for
innovation, find out why not and what the expectations are for innovation. Innovation as a casual
experiment won’t produce meaningful results and can’t be sustained over time.
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Mistake 20: Implementing new tools and methods but failing to
trust the process


Why is this a mistake? Many companies are implementing new innovation thinking, tools and
techniques, but as soon as they encounter any question or resistance they revert to more
traditional, more familiar methods. Old methods constrain thinking, limit divergence and
disruption and ignore all of the new methods and tools implemented.



How can you avoid it? Reinforce the new methods and processes at every opportunity. When
you encounter resistance, and you will, trust the methods, tools and processes rather than
switching back to old trusted methods and processes.

Change is difficult, and permanent change may be practically impossible if the original processes are
firmly rooted. When you design an innovation process or capability in your business, you are
demonstrating extreme optimism, because you are countering two strongly held beliefs. First, new
tools, methods and perspectives are necessary for future growth and success, even though the firm has
been historically successful without them. And second, that new and unfamiliar tools and methods that
enable a less than accepted process will be quickly internalized. No change is easy, and change that
requires faith and investment in an unfamiliar and relatively qualitative process is even more
disconcerting.
When innovation activities using new methods and processes encounter resistance, they often falter.
The resistance can be internal. Resistance can come from executives who feel threatened by a new
process or whose power base may be placed at risk by innovation. Resistance can come from internal
team members uncomfortable with new methods and processes, or who are uneasy about unclear
reporting structure or evaluation and reward programs. Resistance can come from customers or
channel partners who don’t understand your new-found interest in their needs. When your teams
pursue innovation activities, they will encounter resistance. The big question is: how will you respond?
If your team is like many we’ve encountered, their first response will be to reduce the scope of the
work, speed up their activities, limit their thinking and try to achieve what they believe is an acceptable
outcome as quickly as possible. They’ll simply try to complete the task assigned to them as innocuously
and as quickly as possible. When that happens, the team pays lip service to many of the tools and
techniques that enable innovation, and they revert to commonly accepted tools and methods that are
more comfortable and more familiar. The flight or fight response in this case comes down to a flight to
familiarity. Teams will reject new methods, new tools and new perspectives and will quickly adopt their
old ways of thinking and working, even if the result isn’t as interesting or as disruptive as it needs to be.
One of the biggest mistakes innovators make is to carefully define an innovation process or capability,
only to jettison those processes and capabilities at the first sign of resistance. When they turn their
backs on innovation processes and tools, they must adopt existing processes and tools, which can only
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return very incremental ideas. What innovators must do instead is to trust in the innovation processes,
and demonstrate confidence in the approach.
Example
We were working with a manufacturing client in the B2B space that makes foams and plastics. After
almost four months of careful design and implementation of a new innovation process, we were ready
to begin our first innovation project. Just a few weeks into the project the team encountered resistance
from the marketing and sales team. The marketing team didn’t understand why an internal product
development project needed to talk with customers. After a few weeks of discussion, the team was
ready to throw in the towel and use existing market research rather than deeper customer interaction.
It appeared to be simpler to rely on older data and would allow the team to move much faster.
However, we met with the VP of Marketing and explained our process and why we felt interacting with
customers was so important. He eventually relented and allowed us more interaction with customers,
and we were able to identify a number of unmet needs. From this research we were able to develop a
number of new product offerings.
If our consultants hadn’t been with the team to encourage going to the VP of Marketing, the innovation
team would have abandoned the innovation process or followed it half-heartedly, limiting insights and
constraining ideas.
Correcting the mistake
Even with the best innovation tools and processes, some innovation activities are going to “fail”. In this
case we define failure as generating ideas that can’t be converted into new products, or products that
are developed but don’t sell well in the marketplace. But in many instances innovation teams will
implement new tools and methods, but revert to older trusted tools and processes when confronted
with adversity or when risk or uncertainty rises. If your team has implemented new tools and processes
but is rejecting them in favor of older, more familiar tools and methods, stop and discover why the team
is rejecting the innovation methodology. Yes, new innovation tools are unfamiliar and unproven, but
you need new tools and new ways of thinking to solve new problems.
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What can we conclude from these mistakes?
When I review these mistakes I am struck by the fact that far too many people think of innovation as a
set of discrete activities or tools, rather than thinking of innovation as a coherent capability or a closed
system. Further, far too many organizations consider innovation to be a high risk, high reward activity
that should be engaged only as a last resort. Finally, many organizations struggle to incorporate
innovation into the fabric of their operations and their culture. The mistakes I’ve identified are often
mistakes in transitions between activities or tasks within innovation, or failures to understand the depth
of investment and engagement necessary to make innovation a reality.
These macro issues are actually two sides of the same coin. If you admit that innovation is a complex
activity, are you willing to accept the implications? If so, then you’ll be willing to make the necessary
commitment for innovation success. These factors are mutually reinforcing. Innovation relies on a
complex interplay of trained people, defined processes, enabling culture and supportive management all
working in tight synchronization. If you ignore this fact or fail to engage with the strategic and tactical
components of innovation, the activities will be fruitless.
Another important takeaway is that innovation isn’t a quick solution or a “quick fix” to long festering
problems. Attempting to implement innovation without addressing critical staffing, cultural or strategic
issues is just whistling past the graveyard. When innovation capabilities are fully supported and receive
the resources and personnel they need, as well as the time necessary to build and mature an innovation
process and team, innovation can contribute significant benefits. Without those investments,
innovation will struggle to provide incremental changes to existing products.
It’s virtually an either/or proposition. Either commit all in for innovation, and reap outsized benefits, or
fail to commit even adequate resources and reap no benefits at all. I’ve often described innovation
using atomic language. Moving an electron from one orbit to another is simple as long as you have the
quantum of energy required. Provide anything less than the necessary energy and the electron doesn’t
move. The same concepts are true for innovation. A deep and consistent investment over time will
yield outsized rewards. A half-hearted, occasional attempt at innovation will result in incremental ideas
virtually indistinguishable from existing products and services.
I’ve offered a brief list of common innovation mistakes in the hopes that they will help new innovators
define innovation capabilities that overcome these mistakes, and hopefully avoid making these common
mistakes. The innovators who read this list and avoid these mistakes are free to make new ones, and
can add to our list of common innovation mistakes which can be found at:
http://mistakesinnovatorsmake.wordpress.com.
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If you need help

Through this book we’ve attempted to point out good thinking, tools, methods and published resources
to assist you as you plan your innovation effort, or recover from one of the identified mistakes. If you
need more help, contact OVO using the contact options below. We’ll be glad to evaluate your situation
and make recommendations to help you accelerate your innovation capability and avoid some of the
mistakes that innovators make.
OVO Innovation contact options
Channel

Contact Method

Email

info@ovoinnovation.com

Phone

919-844-5644 x789

Web

www.ovoinnovation.com

Twitter

@ovoinnovation
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